Introduction
Let C be a convex curve bounding a convex region D. The following definitions hold: E. J. Rosenbaum [6] asked how many distinct interior power points in a convex body D have ensured that it is a disk. J.B. Kelly [4] showed that if the boundary C of D has a unique tangent line at each of its points then two interior power points are sufficient to ensure that a convex region D is a disk. One interior power point may not be sufficient in this problem. A counterexample was already given by K.Yanagihara in [10] , [11] . Further, L. Zuccheri in [12] proved that any convex region with two interior power points is a disk, without further assumption on its boundary, and extended the question to exterior points.
The well-known equichordal problem from geometry asks whether there exists an equichordal curve in the plane that admits two distinct equichordal points. The problem was posed by Fujiwara in 1916 [3] and independently by Blaschke, Rothe and Weitzenbock in 1917 [1] . Many papers are devoted to equichordal curves, e.g.: A.Dirac [2] , E.Wirsing [9] ,V.Klee [5] , R.Schafke and H.Volkmer [8] , M.Rychlik [7] solved the equichordal problem. Namely, he proved that the equichordal curve in the plane with two distinct equichordal points does not exist.
Preliminaries for equipower extension
Let £ denote the family of all equipower curves with the axis of symmetry and with the equipower point lying on that axis of symmetry. We may assume that the x-axis is the axis of symmetry and the origin O is the equipower point.
Denote by £(c) the subfamily of £ such that 1° the part of graph of a curve r € £ lying in the upper-plane is a graph of some function, 2°the equipower constant is equal to c, 3° all curves are of the class C 2 , possibly without points of intersection with the axis of symmetry, 4° all curves are strictly convex.
Let r € £. We assume that the graph of a function / : a] -> [0, +oo], where a, c are fixed positive numbers, is the graph of the curve T in the upper-plane. Obviously, the complete graph grT of T is formed by graphs of the / and -/. We consider a chord 7 of T passing through the origin and a point (x, f (x)) e grT,x / 0. We denote by (<p (x), -f ((p (x))) the coordinates of end-point of 7.
Then we have the following relations
Hence we get immediately -c -cx (3) ¥> (*) = , , ,2
It is easy to see that <p is a strictly decreasing function. 
/ (s) > 0 for x e (0, a),
for x € (0, a), (10) f" (x) <0 for x g (0, a).
Considerations provided below justify above conditions. With each function / G T we associate the function ip : [0, a] -> [0, +oo) given by (3). Since The monotonity of the function ip allow us to extend the function / :
The main result in this part says that a curve T obtained from the graphs of the functions F and -F is an element of the family £ (c).
We start with an explanation that F € C 1 a). Let 
Hence we obtain
Making use of (13) and (19) we get For this purpose we differentiate (21) obtaining 
Preliminaries for equichordal extension
Let B denote the family of all equichordal curves with the axis of symmetry and with the equichordal point lying on that axis of symmetry. We may assume that the x-axis is the axis of symmetry and the origin O is the equichordal point.
Denote It is easy to see that tj) is a strictly decreasing function.
Equichordal extension
We fix two positive numbers c and a. Let T denote the family of all functions / : [0, a] -> [0, +00) satisfying the following conditions:
/ e C 2 (0, a), 
